
Presentation Skills 

Making your talk interactive 
 

  

How could you make the following into an interactive part of your talk? 
 
Last year we employed 850 people, which is slightly more than our largest 
competitor.  Our turnover per person was £15,400, which is double theirs. 
 
I went to Australia, which was great, and to India, where I saw the Taj Mahal but got 
a stomach bug.  It was still worth it though! 
 
The photo shows the following safety hazards… 
 
The Data Protection Act states that everyone must have access to their own file if 
they ask for it, but if they don’t know what you’ve got they are unlikely to ask so see 
it.  Also if you print it out and then delete the computer record the Act doesn’t apply. 
 
Incomes are up by 20% but service interactions are up by 25%, so we’re being paid 
less per interaction. 
 
The new computerised system will solve all your current problems, giving great 
accuracy, automatic adding up, quicker access to all files wherever they are in the 
organisation, without the problem of losing the paperwork. 
 
Here’s a diagram showing the various components which make up the new HR 
system.  You already have two of the printers, and the scanner, but the server has 
been enlarged and the ethernet connections will all be new. 
 
The quote for the garden was way over our budget, so we scrapped the stone wall and 
used railway sleepers instead, and did the digging and planting ourselves. 
 
The Law is being changed in three main ways – records will have to be kept for 10 
years instead of seven, a list of authorized users must be kept, and changes to the 
system must be logged in a book that is kept in the MD’s office. 
 
Only 5% of payroll systems were computerized 15 years ago, now 80% of systems 
are compterised. 
 
Many customers are worried about the disruption that changing over systems might 
cause, but if you run them in parallel for a few weeks the risk is minimised 
 
If you want to work out the net and gross profit margin you take the difference 
between the income and the total or the fixed costs and then divide it by the turnover. 


